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In our cyclical world, everything informs the becoming of something else. A memento, 
idea, action, or feeling circulates through rhythms of experience, transformed into its 
next state of being.  
 
This movement of energy through cycles is present across many aspects of life—in 
laws of physics, biological and environmental systems, historical trajectories, 
sociological phenomena, spiritual traditions, and within the individual experience of 
consciousness.  
 
Memory too follows this circuitous path, changing states along the way. It may begin far 
off, disembodied yet mobile, like vapor. In the right conditions it condenses, becoming 
heavier and cohering cleanly like droplets of water or muddled like a soupy glue. Upon 
further concentration, memory distills and becomes dense, solidifying and often 
inhabiting a singular object or material.  
 
A memory can repeat and reverse through these stages ad infinitum—orbiting the 
process as slowly as the span a lifetime, or evaporating within seconds.  
 
No matter the phase, whether holding in one state or transforming into another, each 
manifestation of memory serves as a sacred portal—a navigational tool for crossing 
time and space, a bridge between finality and potential. 
 
When maintaining a solid form, memory and matter embodied in materials receptive to 
physical and chemical forces become further charged. Wearing dimples and scars from 
transfers of energy, the created object becomes a body with its own unique narrative of 
lived experience and growth.  
 
This cyclical imprinting flows from source to object, artist to material, and memory to 
matter, creating a living portrait or memorial for particular important impressions.  
 
Materializing memory looks like: 
kitchen heirlooms woven through generations of wise hands / holding rocks, mounds 
and roots of the west coast / building altars of balance to the mysterious and the familial 
/ antique glass bottles and stories emerging from rain soaked land / rising water, 50 
inches / threads of matters past, released from their retired forms, 
 
Meeting heat, pressure, and time, labor and care  
to become: slathered milky grains of salt / chalky peels of charcoal lace / sedimentary 



specimen of colorful acrylics / wavy traces of wet porcelain / scrunched, bubbling pinned 
plastics / and golden digits stuck in carbon mortar. 
 
These considered outputs by Hamblin and Zuñiga establish a lineage of personal 
material history that honors our collective cyclical existences and provides space for 
continued evolution of these specific bodies of memory.  
 
While currently experiencing this state of matter—in this form, with these materials, and 
this set of moments—the flow of potential energy remains poised to transition all of us 
into the next.  


